Abstract: The objective of the study was to define and quantitatively evaluate the fascicular ratio (FR) on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in patients with peripheral neuropathies compared with healthy controls.
INTRODUCTION
T he peripheral nervous system is increasingly being investigated using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). [1] [2] [3] [4] Electrophysiology is still the clinical "gold standard" for nerve assessment, but rapidly accumulating literature exists comparing this modality with both ultrasound (US) and MRI, [5] [6] [7] [8] which are being used more and more frequently in various clinical settings to evaluate the peripheral nervous system (eg, for inherited disorders, entrapment syndromes, traumas, and tumors), thereby influencing the diagnosis and finally the clinical care of the patient. [5] [6] [7] [8] Structural analysis of the peripheral nerve includes evaluation of the nerve's inner texture based on a subjective evaluation. In several neuropathies, changes in the inner texture, which are consistent with the loss of the fascicular pattern due to intraneural edema, fibrosis, or fascicular alterations, have been considered signs of pathology both on US and MRI. [9] [10] [11] [12] On US, the evaluation of the inner texture of the nerve has been named "nerve density." 10 In this article, we will use the term fascicular ratio (FR) for both US and MRI instead of "nerve density." The use of nerve echogenicity as an indicator of nerve pathology is based on the concept that nervous tissue can be broadly divided into 2 different categories of echogenicity. Fascicular tissue, which mainly consists of nerve fibers, poorly reflects the US beam because of its high water content and less number of interfaces, thereby appearing hypoechogenic. Nonfascicular tissue, which consists of connective tissue, blood, and lymphatic vessels, reflects the US beam and is hyperechogenic. 10 Similarly, we believe that the relationship between fascicular and nonfascicular tissue may also be calculated on MRI. On MRI, the fascicular tissue is relatively lipid-poor and appears generally hypointense on T1-weighted sequences or slightly hyperintense on T2-weighted sequences. 13, 14 In contrast, the nonfascicular tissue appears hypointense on T2-weighted sequences with fat saturation or hyperintense on T1-weighted sequences because of the relatively high lipid content. A ratio between nerve fascicles and perifascicular tissue can be calculated using software and is referred to as FR. The rationale of this quantitative evaluation is that the ratio between fascicular tissue and nonfascicular tissue changes under different pathological conditions. 10, 11 It has been already demonstrated that, using US, the FR is capable of discriminating between normal and pathological nerves of patients affected by carpal tunnel syndrome or neurofibromas. In addition, the FR can discriminate between patients with mild and severe carpal tunnel syndrome. 10 Evaluation of the FR may also be useful in conditions in which the nerve size is not affected, and the only change is in the ratio between fascicles and perifascicular tissue. One example could be chronic atrophy with loss of nerve fascicles and an increase in perifascicular tissue. FR assessment is a promising step toward advancing the US armamentarium of peripheral nerve assessment. Similarly, FR assessment on MRI could be a new step in evaluating the peripheral nervous system. The FR evaluated on US is thought to be reliable in entrapment neuropathies, 10, 11, 15 and its role in other neuropathies is under evaluation. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to define and quantitatively evaluate FR on MRI in peripheral neuropathies compared with healthy controls and to assess if MRI has the potential to detect FR changes in neuropathy. In addition, we assessed if FR values obtained on US correlate with those obtained on MRI.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Written and verbal consent was obtained from all patients and healthy volunteers. The study protocol was completed entirely on anonimized images and approved by the Ethics Committee (181REG2013).
Patients undergoing a clinical MRI study of the extremities for any indication (eg, musculoskeletal or neurography) were included if they consented. Overall, a group of 40 control patients with no neuropathy, including patients who underwent MRI for musculoskeletal pain of nonneurological origin, (20 women, 20 men; age, 44.6 AE 13.4 years) and 40 patients with peripheral neuropathy referred by the Neurological Department of IRCCS AOU San Martino (Genova, Italy; 22 women, 18 men; age, 50.3 AE 10.2 years), were examined with a standard 3T MRI protocol and high-resolution US for correlation. Patients who underwent examination of an extremity for indications other than clinically apparent neuropathy were considered healthy controls for FR evaluation. In addition, controls with risk factors for neuropathy, such as diabetes, alcoholism, and metabolic or infectious diseases, were excluded. All patients had electrophysiologically confirmed or suspected peripheral nerve pathology. All patients had the clinically characteristic symptoms and the results of their electrodiagnostic tests were obtained within 2 weeks before the MRI and US examinations. Patients were further classified according to the etiology of the disease as entrapment neuropathy, inflammatory neuropathy, traumatic nerve injury, hereditary polyneuropathy, or, if clinical, electrophysiological, and imaging examinations had been inconclusive as undetermined cause. Entrapment neuropathy was diagnosed if a patient presented with symptoms in the distribution of 1 nerve compatible with peroneal tunnel entrapment at the fibular head, or tarsal or radial tunnel entrapment. No patients with carpal tunnel syndrome or ulnar neuropathy at the elbow were included because these neuropathies are not evaluated with MRI at our center. In addition, for carpal tunnel syndrome or ulnar neuropathy at the elbow, MRI is unlikely to give additional information over US as stated by the guidelines of the European Society of Musculoskeletal Radiology. 16 Patients were classified as inflammatory neuropathy if a polyneuropathy was supported by clinical, laboratory, and electrophysiological examinations or if a mononeuropathy outside an osteofibrous tunnel was diagnosed, such as multifocal motor neuropathy or chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP). If the underlying etiology was unknown after clinical, laboratory, and electrophysiological tests, patients were classified as disseminated neuropathy of undetermined cause. If a hereditary cause for the neuropathy was known, such as hereditary sensory and motor neuropathy or Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease, the patients were classified as hereditary polyneuropathy, and finally cases with known history of blunt or sharp trauma to the nerve were classified as traumatic nerve injury.
We used customized software that had been adapted from previous software used to calculate the FR on US images. The hypointense and hyperintense areas of the peripheral nerves were examined on T1-weighted MRI sequences, because on these sequences we observed better differentiation between fascicular and nonfascicular tissue. The ratio of hypointense pixels/total pixels on MRI images was called FR and was recorded.
MRI Protocol
MRI examinations were performed at a 3T magnetic field strength (GE Signa HDx 3.0T; General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) between January 2012 and July 2013. The 3T MRI system with the employed extremity coil provided optimal signal to visualize fascicles within the nerve. At lower field strength, such detail may not be achievable. 12 To study the peripheral nerves, the following sequences were acquired: T2-weighted turbo-spin-echo sequence with spectral fat saturation and at high spatial resolution for reliable recognition and differentiation of peripheral nerve fascicles. The slab position of this first sequence was tailored to the patient's known or most likely location of maximum nerve lesion as stated by clinical and electrophysiological findings. Then, T1-weighted turbo-spin-echo sequences with and without spectral fat saturation and a 3-dimensional (3D) fast-spin echo (FSE) cube sequence were added. 3D FSEcube sequences were added if it was necessary to visualize pertinent 3D anatomy for diagnostic purposes. Sequence parameters are reported in Table 1 .
A knee 8-channel transmit/receive phased array radiofrequency coil was used in 38 subjects, and a cardiac phased array coil 8-channel receiver radiofrequency coil was used in 22 subjects.
US Technique
A commercially available machine (iU22; Philips Medical Systems, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) equipped with broadband linear array transducers (frequency band, 5-17 MHz) was used to study the nerves in patients and control subjects to correlate the FR obtained with MRI to that obtained with US. All US studies were performed by the same musculoskeletal radiologist (A.S.T.) with 8 years of experience in musculoskeletal imaging, and all of the images were obtained on planes perpendicular to the main axis of the nerve. Compound imaging was used to reduce angle-generated and speckle noise artifacts and to better visualize curved and irregular borders. 10 The focal depth and the overall gain adjustment was set to obtain the best scan possible and adjusted at every level to obtain the best images. For US image analysis, the semiautomated method was used because it has been shown to be more reliable. 10 The images were recorded for every nerve, and at least 8 images for a single nerve were included. The mean values were registered for the final analysis. FR calculated on US was defined as the ratio between the hypoechoic and hyperechoic areas of peripheral nerves. The FR was defined as the ratio of hypoechoic pixels/total pixels of the nerve visualized on US, and it was calculated as previously reported. 10 
Image Analysis With the Semiautomated Software
On MRI, all peripheral nerves at all slice positions (median, ulnar, and radial nerves for upper arm examinations; sciatic nerve for thigh; peroneal and tibial nerve for lower limb examinations) were evaluated and a mean value was calculated from all individual slice measurements for each nerve. The extreme positions were not included because of potential aliasing artifacts of the imaging slab. Precise regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn by an expert user around the epineurial contour of peripheral nerves in the axial sequences using T1-weighted images as a reference with the OsiriX software v3.9.4 (www.osirix-viewer.com). They were subsequently analyzed with our customized software. Images corresponding to nerve segmentations were stored as 256 Â 256 images, and a 181.11 px/cm resolution was considered sufficient for analysis. Through a user-guided interactive procedure, images were visually analyzed separating the fascicular tissue (hypointense on T1-weighted sequences) from the nonfascicular tissue (hyperintense on T1-weighted sequences without fat saturation). Based on this pixel classification, procedure pixels are separated into the following 2 classes: pixels above the selected intensity threshold and pixels below the threshold (Figure 1) . The FR was then calculated by dividing the number of fascicular pixels below the threshold by the total number of pixels in the entire nerve region. The software used in this study (MedDensity; G.T. and A.S.T.) uses an existing image processing method for estimating FR 10 on US. On every image, the threshold was visually set by a radiologist who had experience in peripheral nerve imaging and by an engineer who had developed the software (A.S.T., 7 years of experience; G.T., 5 years of experience), to assure optimal separation between fascicles and perifascicular tissue and to minimize artifacts related to image segmentation and quality. This manual thresholding process is commonly employed in clinical practice for imaging breast tissue 17 and muscle. 18 The image processing was developed based on previous research. [17] [18] [19] [20] The digital images obtained were analyzed by 3 readers, who were blinded to each other and who had completed appropriate training with this method (A.S.T., 7 years of experience; G.T., 5 years of experience; another researcher with 3 years of experience in quantitative image analysis). After the first evaluation, measurements were repeated 2 months later to assess intraobserver variability.
Image Analysis With the Automated Software
The automatic evaluation of the FR is based on the same images of the semiautomatic process. The same ROIs are used as input to the automatic evaluation. To obtain the required pixel classification, a histogram-based analysis is performed, which was adapted from a previous application. 17 For this application, a maximum entropy thresholding criteria was used, which was able to identify a pixel intensity value that divides dense from nondense pixels. 17 The FR is computed as the ratio between pixels below the threshold and the total number of pixels.
The time to perform both automatic and semiautomatic evaluations was calculated by a fellow not involved in the study, using a commercially available stopwatch.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the MannWhitney U test for unpaired data to compare patients and healthy controls. Values were expressed as the mean AE standard deviation. Probability (P) values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. P values were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni-Holm correction. Statistical evaluation was performed using a commercially available software package (SPSS, release 13.0 for Windows). A post hoc power analysis was performed to ensure that our sample size was sufficient for a meaningful statement. An α error level or confidence level of 5% and a β error level or statistical power (1-β) of 80% was used and considered acceptable for medical purposes. A sample size of 15 enabled confidence within the required confidence ranges. The power analysis was performed using a commercially available software package (Power and Precision V3; Biostat). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to determine the value of the FR as a marker of pathology. Intraobserver and interobserver agreements between the 3 readers in the evaluation of the FR were determined with κ. The κ interobserver variability was used to measure the degree of agreement, and <0.21, 0.21 to 0.4, 0.41 to 0.6, 
0.61 to 0.8, and 0.81 to 1 were considered poor, fair, moderate, good, and very good agreements, respectively. 21 Correlation between the FR obtained on MRI and US was determined with the Pearson test and linear regression analysis. In addition, the correlation between the FR and the T2 signal intensity and nerve cross-sectional area was obtained as well.
RESULTS
Forty control subjects (20 women, 20 men; age, 44.6 AE 13.4 years) and 40 patients with peripheral neuropathy (22 women, 18 men; age, 50.3 AE 10.2 years) based on clinical and electrophysiological results were studied.
Patients were further classified by etiology into 22 patients with an entrapment neuropathy, 8 patients with an inflammatory neuropathy, 4 patients with traumatic nerve injury, 4 patients with a known hereditary polyneuropathy, and 2 patients with a polyneuropathy of yet undetermined cause. Patients affected by tumors of the peripheral nervous system were excluded from the study.
By body region, examinations covered the upper limb in 18 control subjects and 16 patients, including the arm in 3 and 2 subjects, respectively, the elbow in 9 and 6 subjects, respectively, and the wrist in 6 and 8 subjects, respectively. Examinations covered the lower limb in 22 controls and 24 patients, including the thigh in 8 and 7 subjects, respectively, the knee in 6 and 8, subjects, respectively, and the leg in 8 and 9 subjects, respectively.
Program Performance and Time
None of the images were excluded from the evaluation because of technical problems, and it was always possible to calculate FR. A very brief training was needed to learn the software interface and all of the features of the tool. The learning curve for this program was very steep, and the radiologists involved in this study were able to complete their evaluations in <2 minutes (mean time, 102 seconds).
Overall quantitative analysis of the FR showed that patients with neuropathy had a significantly higher FR than control subjects (Table 2 ) with both interactive and automatic evaluations.
Subgroup analyses for neuropathies with different etiologies showed that the FR was significantly higher in traumatic nerve injury (Figure 2 ) than in any other group (Table 3) . The FR values in entrapment neuropathies were found to overlap with control subjects and neuropathies of other etiologies.
The ROC analysis was performed to assess the potential utility of the FR as a diagnostic marker for peripheral neuropathies. The FR had good accuracy for the detection of FIGURE 1. Quantitative assessment of the FR with the semiautomatic or interactive method. In this figure, the computer interface is shown. The nerve is identified within a region of interest. In the semiautomatic version, the radiologist adjusts the density threshold to separate fascicle and nonfascicles. The FR is read into the blue circle. In the fully automated method, there is no need to adjust the threshold. In this figure, artificially modified for visual purposes, the FR is 45%. FR ¼ fascicular ratio. peripheral neuropathies. Exclusion of entrapment neuropathies improved the diagnostic accuracy because they had overlapping values with control subjects (ROC values are given in Table 4 ).
The FR values were independent of the body region in which they were assessed in healthy control subjects and patients (Table 5) .
No significant correlation between age and FR was observed.
A good correlation was observed between the FR calculated on MRI and US (r ¼ 0.49; 95% confidence interval [CI] for r, 0.21-0.70; P ¼ 0.012).
A positive correlation was observed between the FR calculated on MRI and T2 signal intensity (r ¼ 0.29; 95% CI for r, 0.11-0.44; P ¼ 0.03).
A lack of correlation was observed between the FR calculated on MRI and the nerve cross-sectional area (r ¼ 0.05, P ¼ 0.65).
Intraobserver Agreement
Using the semiautomated software, the average-weighted intraobserver agreement of the 3 readers 2 months after the first evaluation was good K ¼ 0.86.
Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreements among the 3 readers in the evaluation of the FR were considered to be good as well, based on the following results: reader 1 versus reader 2, k ¼ 0.71 (95% CI, 0.64-0.90); reader 2 versus reader 3, k ¼ 0.78 (95% CI, 0.74-0.90); reader 3 versus reader 1, k ¼ 0.71 (95% CI, 0.65-0.81).
FR Analysis With Fully Automated Software
Using the fully automated software there was no need for intraobserver and interobserver agreement evaluation, 75 AE 11.4 63 AE 13.4 Vs controls* P ¼ 0.45 P < 0.001 P < 0.0001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 Vs other etiologies* P < 0.001
Values are expressed as mean AE standard deviation. MRI ¼ magnetic resonance imaging, n ¼ number of subjects, US ¼ ultrasound. *P values are adjusted for multiple comparisons with Bonferroni-Holm correction and are related to MRI comparisons.
because the software provides the same result for the same image. Data regarding FR evaluated with both methods are reported in Table 2 .
Differences Between the Automated and the Semiautomated Analysis
As shown in Table 2 , there is a significant difference between the automated and the semiautomated software due to the fixed threshold that the automatic software has to use.
DISCUSSION
Quantitative assessment of nerve echogenicity or the FR has been considered a step further in the evaluation of peripheral nerves by the means of US. 11, 15 Some authors evaluated 1 manual and 16 automatic thresholding methods on US for quantitative nerve echogenicity assessment by comparing 56 patients with ulnar neuropathy at the elbow and 37 healthy control subjects, and they found a significant difference in the mean hypoechogenic fraction between patients with ulnar neuropathy and control subjects in different automatic thresholding methods, showing that quantitative nerve echogenicity assessment can be helpful in distinguishing between ulnar neuropathy and healthy tissue. 15 Another study showed that differences in the median FR differentiate between normal median nerves, neurofibroma, and carpal tunnel syndrome. 10 Other authors used a quantitative method (ImageJ software; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) and showed that compared with healthy subjects hypoechogenicity of the median nerve was increased in diabetic neuropathy. 22 Quantitative nerve echogenicity/ density assessment was considered a step toward advancing the US potential in peripheral nerve assessment. 11 Reflecting the studies based on US, we believe that the FR could also be evaluated on MRI. In this study, we described a feasible technique to estimate the alteration in the fascicular pattern of the peripheral nerves. The study of FR on MRI resulted in a feasible method to differentiate neuropathy from normal nerves in the majority of cases. This new measurement may be added to the standard evaluations made on MRI and may provide new insights on the study of peripheral nerves on MRI. Although FR indicates neuropathy, according to our data, this statement may be true not only for acute neuropathy but also for long standing diseases with loss of nerve fascicles and an increase in perifascicular fat. An example could be inflammatory and autoimmune neuritis of different etiologies, such as CIDP and scleroderma with chronic inflammatory damage to the peripheral nerve. 23 In addition, the quantification of nerve fibers could be used in adjunct and to support histology. For example, nerve fibers were quantified histologically to enhance regeneration. 24 It has been shown that the density of fibers was different depending on the treatments applied. The concept of FR evaluated with US and MRI could be considered an extension and an adjunct to histology with no need for nerve biopsy. For nerve regeneration, we believe that FR could be used to quantify the density of fibers as it is done with histology. The FR was increased in neuropathies with different etiologies. The reason may be that nerve fascicles increase in caliber because of intraneural edema and inflammation, whereas the epineurial tissue is only slightly involved by the pathological process. Therefore, the ratio between hypointense fascicles on T1-weighted sequences and the total amount of tissue of the nerve changes accordingly. In our series, the FR values in entrapment neuropathies overlapped with those from control subjects. These data may be considered counterintuitive because in entrapment neuropathies the fascicular structure of the nerve is usually altered. However, in our centers, MRI is usually only performed in cases in which US in not straightforward. It is likely that the patients who underwent MRI at our center had only mild or moderate neuropathies; therefore, it is possible that the FR was not altered because of fascicular edema that was too small to be detected by the software. We believe that some common mechanisms altering the fascicles and the bloodnerve permeability may have influenced the different MRI parameters related to the inner structure of the nerve, such as T2 signal intensity, perfusion, and diffusion. 1 Indeed, we found a weak correlation between T2 signal intensity and FR but not with the cross-sectional area. These data support the hypothesis that the FR could be considered an independent indicator of peripheral neuropathy.
In spite of the positive results of the present study, there are several issues that remain unresolved due to the preliminary nature of the research. We were not able to assess which anatomical area of the nerve is the most appropriate for FR analysis. We believe that, hypothetically, the most appropriate area should be the one where a previous US study, if available, had demonstrated an alteration of the normal fascicular pattern. The lack of a significant correlation between age and FR may be worth further investigations, because it is possible that 40 patients were not sufficient to demonstrate very slight changes in peripheral nerves due to normal aging. The strong correlation between the FRs calculated on MRI and US is a sign of reliability of the method used to estimate the FR on MRI. More sophisticated comparisons between US and MRI for FR assessment are beyond the purpose of this study and warrant further investigations. Regarding the reliability of US measurements of FR, the intraobserver agreement was found to be good as was the interobserver agreement. In addition, it was possible to assess FR on US using a fully automated software with no need of intraobserver and interobserver agreement. 10 An important issue was the quality of the produced images, which was dependent on the technical hardware and software used to produce the MRI images to be evaluated. In this study, a highfield 3T MRI was used. We acknowledge that potentially large variations between different MRI machines are possible. In addition, clinical 1.5T MRI systems may not be able to produce peripheral nerve images suitable for FR evaluation. Despite these limitations, quantitative evaluation of FR reflecting the inner structure of the peripheral nerve seems feasible and able to differentiate normal from pathological nerves in the majority of cases as demonstrated by the ROC analysis. The diagnostic accuracy calculated by the ROC analysis may be considered comparable with the diagnostic accuracy of diffusion tensor imaging and perfusion parameters. 1 The difference between the automated and the semiautomated analysis could be explained because the automated software has a fixed threshold that has to be chosen before the analysis. The semiautomated software has the advantage that radiologists or researchers can select the best threshold for differentiating fascicles from nonfascicles. This process should reduce overlaps between tissues with similar values. The differences between semiautomated and fully automated software packages have already been observed in breast imaging. 17 To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the FR in vivo by MRI using quantitative evaluation.
Further studies are needed to determine the clinical usefulness of the FR and to assess its relationship with clinical, electrodiagnostic, and US parameters as well as clinical outcome.
In conclusion, we have presented a method for quantifying the inner structure of peripheral nervous tissue based on the relationship between fascicular and nonfascicular tissue. The feasibility of the technique is supported by data in healthy control subjects and patients with neuropathies. Quantitative evaluation of the FR may be used in future investigations on peripheral neuropathy.
